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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present the details of an analysis of structural
case assignment to Polish objects. While the analysis is implemented in the
XLE system, its technical details are explained here using the easier vocab-
ulary of theoretical LFG. A comparison to two earlier accounts of the same
phenomenon demonstrates that the current analysis is conceptually and rep-
resentationally simpler than either.

1 Introduction

This paper presents an analysis of structural case assignment1 to objects implemen-
ted in an XLE (Crouch et al. 2011) grammar of Polish, POLFIE (Patejuk and Prze-
piórkowski 2012b). While the basic generalisations are well-known (Przepiórkow-
ski 1999, 2000), there are various ways of encoding them, and the account presen-
ted below is leaner than our previous attempts (Przepiórkowski 1999, Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski 2011).

The current analysis of the basic facts is presented in §2, while §3 extends the
analysis so as to account for long-distance Genitive of Negation. The following
sections discuss extensions aimed at covering various other phenomena, including
multiple objects requiring structural case marking (§4), so-called feature indeterm-
inacy (§5) and structural case assignment to selected conjuncts under unlike cat-
egory coordination (§6). Then, §7 compares this analysis to our previous accounts.
Finally, §8 concludes the paper.

2 Basics

In Polish, as in various other languages, the case of some arguments is stable and
does not depend on the syntactic environment or the form of the verb, while the case
of other arguments is not stable in this sense. This difference, widely discussed in
generative linguistics since the early 1980s (Rouveret andVergnaud 1980, Vergnaud
1982), also in the context of Slavic (Babby 1980a,b), is often referred to as lexical
(or inherent) versus structural case assignment (cf. Przepiórkowski 1999 and nu-
merous references therein).

A typical illustration of lexically assigned case is the dative case of an argument
of pomagać – the argument is marked for the dative regardless of the presence of

†Many thanks to the two anonymous reviewers for their comments, which led to various im-
provements of this paper. The work reported here was partially financed by the projects NEKST
(http://nekst.ipipan.waw.pl/) and CLARIN-PL (http://www.clarin-pl.eu/en/).

1Note that, while we use the usual term “case assignment”, the analysis is formalised in terms
of case checking, i.e., using constraining equations such as (↑ obj case) =c acc, and not defining
equations such as (↑ obj case) = acc. However, it could probably be formalised equivalently using
defining constraints (with appropriate disjunctions).

http://nekst.ipipan.waw.pl/
http://www.clarin-pl.eu/en/


negation (no negation in (1), negation present in (2)) and regardless of the form of
the head (gerund in (3)):2

(1) Oni
they

pomagają
help

ludziom.
people.dat

‘They help people.’ (NKJP)

(2) Nie
neg

pomagają
help

ludziom
people.dat

będącym
being

w
in

potrzebie.
need

‘They don’t help people in need.’ (NKJP)

(3) Chodzi
walks

o
about

pomaganie
helping

ludziom.
people.dat

‘It is about helping people.’ (NKJP)

By contrast, the value of case assigned to Polish objects requiring structural
case depends on factors such as the presence of negation and the form of the head
which assigns case:

(4) Poczytam
read.1.sg

książkę.
book.acc

‘I’ll read a book.’ (NKJP)

(5) Nie
neg

poczytają
read.3.pl

książki
book.gen

czy
or

gazety.
newspaper.gen

‘They won’t read a book or a newspaper.’ (NKJP)

(6) Proponuję
suggest.1.sg

też
also

poczytanie
reading

książki.
book.gen

‘I also suggest reading a book.’ (NKJP)

Taking into consideration only uncontroversially verbal forms (gerunds uniformly
assign genitive case to their structurally-cased objects, see (6)), here is the first
approximation of the basic rules of structural case assignment to objects in Polish:

• If the verb is not negated, as in (4), whose f-structure is provided in (7), its
structurally-cased object must bear the accusative case (here: książkę).

• If the verb is negated, as in (5), whose f-structure is presented in (8), i.e.,
contains the attribute neg whose value is +, its structurally-cased object bears
the genitive case (both conjuncts in książki czy gazety are in the genitive); this
phenomenon is known in Slavic linguistics as genitive of negation (GoN).3

2Almost all examples in this paper are attested, mostly extracted from the National Corpus of
Polish (NKJP; http://nkjp.pl/; Przepiórkowski et al. 2010, 2012).

3See Neidle 1982, 1988 for early LFG work on Russian case, but note that Russian GoN facts
differ from Polish considerably.

http://nkjp.pl/


(7)


pred ‘read〈 1 , 2 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]
obj 2

[
pred ‘book’
case acc

]


(8)


pred ‘read〈 1 , 2 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]
obj 2


[

pred ‘book’
case gen

]
,

[
pred ‘newspaper’
case gen

]


neg +


Such structural case assignment generalisations could be formalised using the

constraint in (9), which should be placed in lexical entries of verbs with structurally-
cased objects. This is a disjunctive constraint, with disjuncts affirmative and neg-
ative defined in (10) and (11), respectively.

(9) strcase ≡ [affirmative ∨ negative]

(10) affirmative ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ obj case) =c acc]

(11) negative ≡ [(↑ neg) =c + ∧ (↑ obj case) =c gen]

The negated existential constraint (¬(↑ neg)) in (10) ensures that there is no neg-
ation in the f-structure of the head, while the second conjunct in (10) requires the ob-
ject to be marked for accusative case; this corresponds to examples such as (4) with
f-structure in (7). By contrast, (11) checks that the verb is negated ((↑ neg) =c +)
and checks that its object bears genitive case; these requirements are satisfied by
sentences such as (5), whose f-structure is given in (8).

3 GoN in Verb Chains

The previous section dealt with the simplest cases of genitive of negation; the fol-
lowing examples illustrate some additional complexity:

(12) Nie
neg

chcesz
want.2.sg

poczytać
read.inf

Kodeksu.
Code.gen

‘You don’t want to read the Code.’ (NKJP)

(13) Mama
mum

nie
neg

chce
want.3.sg

iść
go.inf

poczytać
read.inf

książkę.
book.acc

‘Mum doesn’t want to go and read a book.’ (NKJP)



These examples show that the generalisations discussed in the previous section,
formalised in (9)–(11), need some refinement in the context of verb chains, i.e.,
constructions with control or raising verbs combining with (open) infinitival argu-
ments. In particular, the case assignment constraints defined in (9)–(11) are too
simple because – since negation is not local to the predicate subcategorising for the
object in (12) – they would reject the genitive object (Kodeksu) there. As discussed
at length in Przepiórkowski 2000, it is not the case, however, that genitive is always
obligatory in such environments: in (13), the object is marked for accusative case
(książkę ‘book’), even though there is verbal negation present higher in the structure
of the sentence (at the main verb chce ‘wants’). Rather, the generalisation seems to
be that local negation on the verb results in the obligatory genitive on structurally-
cased objects, while higher negation in such verb chains leaves some optionality as
to whether the lower object should occur in the accusative or in the genitive, with
semantic and — structural or linear – distance factors perhaps weighing for one or
the other.

The f-structures provided below show where exactly negation is present in the
verb chain (it is marked as the neg attribute with value ‘+’): (14) corresponds
to (12), (15) provides a representation of (13).

(14)


pred ‘want〈 1 , 2 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]

xcomp 2


pred ‘read〈 1 , 3 〉’
subj 1

obj 3

[
pred ‘code’
case gen

]


neg +


(15)



pred ‘want〈 1 , 2 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘mum’

]

xcomp 2



pred ‘go〈 1 , 3 〉’
subj 1

xcomp 3


pred ‘read〈 1 , 4 〉’
subj 1

obj 4

[
pred ‘book’
case acc

]



neg +


While example (12) shows that verbal negationmaywork at a distance in Polish,

this long-distance impact in not unconstrained:

(16) (Wcale)
not at all

nie
neg

powiedziałeś,
said.2.sg

że
that

poczytasz
read.2.sg

Kodeks/*Kodeksu.
code.acc/gen



‘You did not say that you will read the Code.’

The above example shows that verbal negation may not be “transferred” to lower
sentential (closed) clauses. In LFG there is a convenient way of distinguishing
between the two embedded clause types, infinitival (open) and sentential (closed):
the former correspond to the xcomp grammatical function, while the latter are rep-
resented in f-structure as comp; this is the main difference between (17), the f-
structure representation of the grammatical version of (16), where the object must
be marked for accusative case, and (14), which corresponds to (12), where genitive
is possible.

(17)


pred ‘say〈 1 , 2 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]

comp 2



pred ‘read〈 3 , 4 〉’

subj 3
[
pred ‘pro’

]
obj 4

[
pred ‘code’
case acc

]
comp-form że


neg +


These observations are formalised via constraints in (18)–(24):

(18) strcase ≡ [affirmative ∨ negative]

(19) affirmative ≡ [¬((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) ∧ (↑ obj case) =c acc]

(20) negative ≡ [anyneg ∧ negtype]

(21) anyneg ≡ ((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) =c +

(22) negtype ≡ [locneg ∨ nonlocneg]

(23) locneg ≡ [(↑ neg) =c + ∧ (↑ obj case) =c gen]

(24) nonlocneg ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ obj case) ∈c {acc, gen}]

First of all, (18) is the top-level case assignment rule strcase, repeated from (9),
to be placed in lexical entries of verbs with structurally-cased objects. Its disjuncts
are, however, redefined as in (19) and (20) in order to take long-distance GoN into
account, together with its optionality, as described above.

The first disjunct of (18), affirmative defined in (19), is a slightlymodified ver-
sion of (10): it handles the situation where the object must be marked for accusative
case since verbal negation is not present in the relevant domain at all, neither locally
to the verb directly subcategorising for the object nor higher in the verb chain. This
is achieved by using an inside-out path which makes it possible to reach into any



number of successive predicates subcategorising for xcomp, an infinitival comple-
ment, and check if any of these predicates is negated. The statement in (19) handles
sentences such as (4), whose f-structure is given in (7).

The second disjunct of (18), negative defined in (20), handles situations where
verbal negation is present. It is a conjunction of two statements: anyneg and neg-
type. The former, anyneg, ensures that verbal negation is present at some level,
either locally or non-locally (higher within the verb chain). The latter, negtype,
assigns case to the object depending on what type of negation is present (local or
non-local to the predicate subcategorising for the structurally-cased object).

The statement locneg defined in (23) is identical to (11) – it assigns genitive
case to the object when the verb subcategorising for the object is negated, i.e., this
is the obligatory genitive of negation clause. It is applied in examples such as (5),
whose f-structure is given in (8) (negation is local to the predicate which subcat-
egorises for the object).

The last statement, nonlocneg defined in (24), handles the case in which there
is no local negation. However, the statement anyneg defined in (21) makes sure
that there is negation at some level, so non-local negation must be present. In such
environments the genitive of negation is optional – the object of the verb is assigned
accusative (see sentence (13), and (15) for its f-structure) or genitive case (as in (12),
with the corresponding f-structure in (14)).

3.1 Alternative Formalisation

Note that the constraint in (18) could be considerably simplified as follows:4

(25) strcase ≡ [affirmative ∨ negative]

(26) affirmative ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ obj case) =c acc]

(27) negative ≡ [((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) =c + ∧ (↑ obj case) =c gen]

This constraint states that accusative case is possible whenever there is no local
negation (this case is handled by (26)), while genitive case is possible whenever
sentential negation is available somewhere in the verb chain, locally or non-locally
(this is handled by (27)).

Though (25) is equivalent to (18) in that it allows for the same values of case in
corresponding environments, the statement formalised in (18) might be better suited
for use with OT (Optimality Theory) marks to, for instance, disprefer the use of
accusative case when non-local negation is available. However, one of the templates
called by (18) would have to be modified in order to achieve this: instead of using
set-membership notation for accusative or genitive under non-local negation in (24)
((↑ obj case) ∈c {acc, gen}), a disjunction of appropriate constraining equations
would have to be used, preferring (↑ obj case) =c gen or dispreferring (↑ obj case)
=c acc.

4Thanks are due to the internal reviewer for pointing this out.



4 Multiple Objects Marked for Structural Case

There is also a subtle empirical difference concerning the (probably) only Polish
verb which seems to have two non-subject arguments assigned case structurally,
namely, kosztować ‘cost’:

(28) Codzienny
daily.nom

transport
transport.nom

kosztuje
costs

ją
she.acc

grosze.
pennies.acc

‘Daily transport costs her pennies.’ (Google)

(29) Utrzymanie
maintenance.nom

nie
neg

kosztuje
costs

jej
she.gen

majątku.
fortune.gen

‘Maintenance does not cost her a fortune.’ (Google)

In (28), a form of the verb kosztować combines with two accusative phrases: ją
‘her’ and grosze ‘pennies’. In (29), where the same verb is negated, both arguments
occur in the genitive: jej ‘her’ and majątku ‘fortune’.

While the facts are a little more complex, as the genitive of negation on one or
the other of these two arguments is perhaps not obligatory for some speakers,5 let
us see how the analysis proposed in this paper can be modified so as to account for
such cases: templates called by (18) defined in (19)–(24) assume that the argument
bearing structural case is obj. However, these templates can be parameterised6 by
replacing obj with a variable, call it gf, and placing this variable as a parameter of
relevant templates, as shown below:

(30) strcase(gf) ≡ [affirmative(gf) ∨ negative(gf)]

(31) affirmative(gf) ≡ [¬((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) ∧ (↑ gf case) =c acc]

(32) negative(gf) ≡ [anyneg ∧ negtype(gf)]

(33) anyneg ≡ ((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) =c +

(34) negtype(gf) ≡ [locneg(gf) ∨ nonlocneg(gf)]

(35) locneg(gf) ≡ [(↑ neg) =c + ∧ (↑ gf case) =c gen]

(36) nonlocneg(gf) ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ gf case) ∈c {acc, gen}]

Once this change is introduced, the template strcase defined in (30) must be called
with a parameter whose value corresponds to the grammatical function of the ar-
gument which takes structural case. Such a change makes it possible to make any
number of calls to this template in the lexical entry of a verb – one for each argu-
ment assigned case structurally. This way, verbs such as poczytać ‘read’ which
take one object marked for structural case (see (4)–(5) and (12)–(13) for examples)
make one call to (30) with an appropriate grammatical function as gf, as in (37).

5See Przepiórkowski 1999: 105, but more empirical research is needed to establish the facts.
6In fact, the currently implemented analysis contains exactly such parameterised templates.



(37) strcase(obj)

In order to account for case assignment with verbs such as kosztować ‘cost’
(see (28)–(29) for examples), where two objects are marked for structural case, the
lexical entry of the verb contains two calls to (30) with two different object gram-
matical functions, for instance obj and obj2, as in (38):

(38) strcase(obj) strcase(obj2)

When these template calls are made, they independently ensure that relevant objects
bear values of structural case appropriate in the given syntactic context. The f-
structure in (39) results for Transport kosztuje ją grosze, a slightly simplified version
of (28), while (40) provides a representation of (29):

(39)


pred ‘cost〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘transport’

]
obj 2

[
pred ‘she’
case acc

]

obj2 3

[
pred ‘penny’
case acc

]



(40)


pred ‘cost〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘maintenance’

]
obj 2

[
pred ‘she’
case gen

]

obj2 3

[
pred ‘fortune’
case gen

]
neg +



5 Feature Indeterminacy

We have assumed so far that the value of the case attribute is atomic. It has been
demonstrated, however, that such an assumption is problematic for the proper treat-
ment of case syncretism, where two morphological cases expressed by a given form
are both active in some construction. Within LFG, such feature indeterminacy is
discussed in Dalrymple and Kaplan 2000 and in Dalrymple et al. 2009 – see these
papers for references to previous work on this issue.

Consider the following constructed examples, which illustrate the problem:

(41) Marysia
Marysia.nom

lubi
likes

ale
but

też
also

boi
be afraid

się
refl

Marka.
Marek.acc/gen

‘Marysia likes as well as fears Marek.’

(42) Marysia
Marysia.nom

lubi
likes

ale
but

nie
neg

szanuje
respects

Marka.
Marek.acc/gen

‘Marysia likes but does not respect Marek.’

The first verb in (41), lubi ‘likes’, takes an object marked for structural case while
the second verb, boi się ‘fears, is afraid’, takes an object marked for the genitive case
lexically. Example (42) is similar, with the only difference being that the genitive
is assigned structurally, by the negated verb nie szanuje ‘does not respect’.



The solution to the problem of different case requirements on a shared depend-
ent of coordinated verbs which is proposed in Dalrymple et al. 2009 is to use a
complex case attribute which has as many subattributes as there are cases in a
given language. Each of these subattributes can take one of the two values: pos-
itive (when the relevant case value is realised in a given environment) or negative
(when the relevant case value is not possible). This way, a givenword can bemarked
for more than one case at the same time, as shown in the simplified f-structure for
the wordMarka provided in (45). According to this f-structure, the noun is marked
for accusative and genitive case at the same time, as in examples (41)–(42). This
should be contrasted with the situation when the value of case is atomic – see the
two separate f-structures for Marka in (43) and (44), where the noun is marked for
accusative or genitive case exclusively, respectively.

(43)
[

pred ‘Marek’
case acc

]
(44)

[
pred ‘Marek’
case gen

]
(45)



pred ‘Marek’

case



acc +
dat −
gen +
inst −
loc −
nom −
voc −




It is easy to extend the analysis of this paper so that it takes into account the

approach to case of Dalrymple et al. 2009; the templates of §4 and their modified
versions are given below:

(46) a. affirmative(gf) ≡ [¬((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) ∧ (↑ gf case) =c acc]
(= (31))

b. affirmative(gf) ≡ [¬((xcomp∗ ↑) neg) ∧ (↑ gf case acc) =c +]

(47) a. locneg(gf) ≡ [(↑ neg) =c + ∧ (↑ gf case) =c gen] (= (35))
b. locneg(gf) ≡ [(↑ neg) =c + ∧ (↑ gf case gen) =c +]

(48) a. nonlocneg(gf) ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ gf case) ∈c {acc, gen}] (= (36))
b. nonlocneg(gf) ≡ [¬(↑ neg) ∧ (↑ gf case {acc|gen}) =c +]

(46b) and (47b), complex case counterparts of (31) and (35), respectively, are mod-
ified so that the value of relevant subattributes of case, acc and gen, is required to
be positive (+), meaning that the object is marked for the relevant case. The modi-
fication introduced in (48b) with respect to (36), the version using a case attribute
with atomic values, is slightly more complex. In (36) a set is used in the constraint
to specify the possible values of case: (↑ gf case) ∈c {acc, gen}. This accounts
for the optionality of GoN in this environment: the value of case must belong to
the set containing acc and gen values. Once complex case attribute is adopted, it
no longer makes sense to use set-based constraints: the subattributes can only take



boolean values (+ or −). Functional uncertainty is used instead in the path, i.e.,
(↑ gf case {acc|gen}) =c +, which is equivalent to the disjunction: [(↑ gf case
acc) =c + ∨ (↑ gf case gen) =c +]. The effect of such a constraint is that the ob-
ject can be marked for accusative case, genitive case or both – this last possibility
accounts for feature indeterminacy in (41)–(42).

6 Unlike Category Coordination

Consider the following examples from Polish:

(49) Doradził
advised

mu
him

wyjazd
departure.acc

i
and

żeby
that

nie
neg

wracał.
come back

‘He advised him to leave and not to come back.’ (Kallas 1993: p. 92, ex. (48a))

(50) (Wcale)
not at all

nie
neg

doradził
advised

mu
him

wyjazdu
departure.gen

ani
nor

żeby
that

nie
neg

wracał.
come back

‘He did not advise him to leave nor not to come back.’

In examples (49)–(50) the object is a coordinate phrase which consists of a nom-
inal (a form of the noun wyjazd ‘departure’) and a clause (żeby nie wracał ‘not to
come back’). However, these examples differ consistently depending on whether
negation (the negation marker nie) is present – in (49) the nominal conjunct takes
accusative case, while in (50) the object is marked for genitive case. Such variation
is attributable to the fact that the verb doradzić ‘advise’ may take a structurally
case-marked object.

To allow for clausal conjuncts in (49) and (50), a constraint checking that the
object contains the appropriate complementiser (żeby) must be added to the con-
straint handling structural case assignment. The template defined in (51) can be
used for this purpose: it takes gf as the parameter and checks that the value of its
comp-form attribute is equal to żeby:

(51) comp-żeby(gf) ≡ (↑ gf comp-form) =c żeby

Intuitively, a disjunction of template calls to strcase defined in (30) and comp-żeby
defined in (51) should account for unlike category coordination in (49) and (50):

(52) [strcase(obj) ∨ comp-żeby(obj)]

This is not the case, however, because the disjunction is understood too early and,
rather than being resolved for each element of the relevant f-structure (here: the
object) individually, it is resolved once and applied to all its elements.7 As a res-
ult, (52) handles correctly simple cases (no coordination, coordination of elements
bearing the same specification), but it cannot account for unlike category coordin-
ation witnessed in (49) and (50). In order to account for these examples, (52) must
be rewritten so as to use off-path constraints, as in (53).

7See Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2012a, 2014 for a detailed explanation of this problem.



(53) (↑ obj pred )
[¬((xcomp∗ obj←) neg) ∧ (← case) =c acc] ∨

[((xcomp∗ obj←) neg) =c + ∧
[[((obj←) neg) =c + ∧ (← case) =c gen] ∨

[¬((obj←) neg) ∧ (← case) ∈c {acc, gen}]]] ∨
(← comp-form) =c żeby

The constraint provided in (53) is an exact off-path equivalent of (the expanded
version of) (52) – it assigns appropriate structural case or allows clauses containing
a żeby-type complementiser. If there is no negation at all, it assigns accusative
case. If the verb assigning case is negated locally, genitive case is assigned. If there
is no local negation but transferred negation is available, GoN is optional and the
object may be assigned accusative or genitive case. Finally, clausal realisations of
the object are also allowed (żeby-type complementiser).

The f-structure in (54) below corresponds to (50):

(54)


pred ‘advise〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]

obj 2




[

pred ‘departure’
case gen

]
,


pred ‘come_back〈 4 〉’

subj 4
[
pred ‘pro’

]
comp-form żeby
neg +




coord-form ani


objθ 3

[
pred ‘he’
case dat

]
neg +


6.1 Alternative Formalisation

Note that the fragment of (53) related to structural case assignment could be sim-
plified as described in §3.1; the following constraint would result:

(55) (↑ obj pred )
[¬((obj←) neg) ∧ (← case) =c acc] ∨

[((xcomp∗ obj←) neg) =c + ∧ (← case) =c gen] ∨
(← comp-form) =c żeby

7 Comparisons

7.1 Earlier LFG Analysis: Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2011

The first XLE/LFG implementation of Polish structural case assignment is described
in Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2011; since this paper is only available in Polish, we



will briefly present here the part concerning structural case assignment to objects,
ignoring the part concerned with subjects.

The c-structure of POLFIE (Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2012b) was originally
based on GFJP,8 a DCG9 grammar of Polish presented in Świdziński 1992; its im-
plementation used by the Świgra parser is described in Woliński 2004. Hence, the
names of nonterminals in this early analysis follow those of Świgra: ZDANIE means
‘sentence’, FF stands for fraza finitywna ‘finite phrase’, and FW – for fraza wymagana
‘required phrase’ (i.e., an argument). A considerably simplified sentential rule is
given below:10,11

ZDANIE --> (FW: (^ SUBJ)=!),
FF: ^=!

@(STRCS)
@(STRCO),

(FW: (^ OBJ)=!),
(FW: (^ OBJ_TH)=!),
(FW: (^ XCOMP)=!

(! CAT)=c inf
@(NEGTR)).

This rule states that a sentence (ZDANIE) consists of – in any order – an oblig-
atory finite phrase (FF) and four optional arguments (FW): the subject, an object, a
thematic object and an infinitival open complement. There are three template calls:
strcs for case assignment to the potentially structural subject (ignored here), strco
for case assignment to the potentially structural object (explained in detail below),
and negtr for the “transmission of negation” within the infinitival complement.

The idea of “transmission of negation” was proposed in Przepiórkowski and
Świdziński 1997 in the context of GFJP, the aforementioned DCG grammar. In
Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2011, the template negtr is defined as follows:

NEGTR =
{
~(^ NEG)
|
(^ NEG)
(! NEG TR)=+

{
(^ NEG LOC)=c +
|

8Gramatyka formalna języka polskiego (Świdziński 1992).
9Definite Clause Grammar (Warren and Pereira 1980).

10The relevant fragments of the grammar are presented in the XLE notation: ^ corresponds to ↑
in theoretical LFG notation, ! to ↓; ~ corresponds to ¬; @ marks template calls.

11F-descriptions taken from Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2011 are slightly modified here so as to
comply with conventions adopted in the current analysis (e.g. lowercase values of attributes).



~(^ NEG LOC)
(^ NEG TR)=c +

} }.

According to this template, if the higher phrase contains the attribute neg, with
either local negation ((↑neg loc) =c +) or transmitted negation ((↑neg tr) =c +)
already established, then the current phrase must also have this attribute and, within
its value, the attribute tr (for ‘transmitted’) must be set to ‘+’. Since this template
is present on all infinitival complements, it ensures the transmission of negation
downwards in verb chains.

The template responsible for case assignment to structurally-cased objects is
given below.

STRCO =
{~(^ RQSC)
| {(^ RQSC)=c -

|
(^ RQSC)=c +

{~(^ NEG)
{(^ OBJ CASE)= acc
|
~(^ OBJ)
(^ OBJ_TH CASE)= acc
}

|
(^ NEG)

{(^ NEG LOC)=c +
{(^ OBJ CASE)= gen
|
~(^ OBJ)
(^ OBJ_TH CASE)= gen
}

|
~(^ NEG LOC)
(^ NEG TR)=c +

{ {(^ OBJ CASE)= gen
|
~(^ OBJ)
(^ OBJ_TH CASE)= gen
}

| {(^ OBJ CASE)= acc
|
~(^ OBJ)
(^ OBJ_TH CASE)= acc

} } } } } }.



This template relies on an additional attribute, apart from loc and tr within
values of neg, namely, on rqsc, which is appropriate for verbs and stands for ‘re-
quired structural case (on some object)’. This template does not do anything if rqsc
is absent or if its value is ‘−’ (lexical (or inherent) case). The action starts if the
verb is lexically marked as rqsc +; if so:

• either the verb has no neg attribute, in which case obj or – if there is no obj
– obj_th is assigned the accusative,

• or neg is present, in which case:

– either there is local negation, in which case obj or – if there is no obj –
obj_th is assigned the genitive case,

– or there is no local negation but there is transmitted negation, in which
case:
∗ either obj or – if there is no obj – obj_th is assigned the genitive
case,

∗ or obj or – if there is no obj – obj_th is assigned the accusative
case.

One problem with this analysis is that the above templates use defining case
assignment equations rather than constraining equations, which is problematic for
non-canonical (e.g. clausal or infinitival) realisations of obj or obj_th – an example
where a nominal marked for structural case can be coordinated with a clause was
provided in (49). Unless appropriate disjunctions are used in STRCO in order to
avoid assigning case to categories where it is undesired, the clause in (49) would
be assigned case.

Second, the analysis is unnecessarily complex – it is repetitive, it does not use
embedded templates. One complication within the above templates stems from the
fact that – in the 2011 version of POLFIE – both obj and obj_th were allowed
to bear structural case, however, obj_th could only be assigned structural case if
obj was not present at the same time. In the current analysis the template strcase
in (30) may be called with any object grammatical function, as determined by the
lexical entry of the relevant verb. Furthermore, the analysis of Patejuk and Prze-
piórkowski 2011 requires the f-structure presence of two attributes whose role is
purely technical: neg tr and rqsc. In contrast, the analysis proposed in §3 only
makes use of the boolean-valued neg attribute which simply indicates whether the
verb is (locally) negated or not.

Finally, examples such as (28)–(29) could not be properly accounted for on the
analysis of Patejuk and Przepiórkowski 2011. The requirement for structural case is
only marked on the verb (as RQSC attribute), so the usual situation where only one
of non-subject arguments is assigned case structurally cannot be distinguished from
the situation illustrated in (28)–(29), where both such arguments receive structural
case. Besides, STRCO template can assign case to only one object – as a result, the
case marking of the second object could be wrong.



7.2 HPSG Analysis: Przepiórkowski 1999

An even earlier analysis of structural case assignment to Polish objects which takes
into account the optionality of long-distance GoN is the HPSG (Pollard and Sag
1994) analysis presented in Przepiórkowski 1999.12 This HPSG analysis is based
on an intuition similar to – but developed independently from – that of Dziwirek
1994, 1998, couched in the Relational Grammar framework (Perlmutter 1983). The
main idea of this analysis is that the genitive-of-negation object is raised to the ar-
gument structure of the negated verb. The optionality of this raising mechanism
reflects the optionality of long-distance GoN. The advantage of this analysis is
that case assignment remains an intimately local affair between a verb and its argu-
ments – once arguments are raised, no long-distance case assignment mechanisms
are required such as those in the current analysis (see the non-local functional un-
certainty constraints in (19) and (21) above). The price to be paid is, however, the
postulation of some ad hoc constraints on this ‘clause union’, e.g. the constraint
that arguments cannot be raised above the highest negated verb (Przepiórkowski
1999: 155, (5.209)). Other phenomena give at best mixed evidence for this stance
(Przepiórkowski 1999: §5.2).

What is clear, on the other hand, is that a general ‘clause union’ analysis for
Polish verb chains cannot be right. Consider the following example:13

(56) Na
on

studiach
studies

uczono
taught.imps

ją/*jej
her.acc/gen

nie
neg

ufać
trust.inf

takim
such.dat

badaniom.
investigations.dat

‘During the studies, she was taught not to trust such research.’

In this example, negation on the lower verb does not have any effect on the structurally-
cased object of the higher verb: the argument of uczyć ‘teach’ must occur in the
accusative, not genitive, as negation only occurs on the lower verb (as shown in (57)
for Uczono ją nie ufać badaniom, an abbreviated version of (56)). If both predic-
ates were ‘unioned’, negation would be expected to apply to any arguments of these
predicates, contrary to fact.14

12See also the two analyses in Przepiórkowski and Świdziński 1997 which, however, assume that
GoN is always obligatory.

13On the basis of a sentence from NKJP.
14A similar argument may be constructed on the basis of the behaviour of n-words in Polish, e.g.,

the ungrammaticality of the following example from Przepiórkowski and Kupść 1997: 30, where the
lower negation in a verb cluster cannot license a higher n-word:
(i) *Nikt

nobody.nom
chciał
wanted

nie
neg

kupić
buy.inf

tego
this.gen

domu.
house.gen



(57)


pred ‘teach〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉’

subj 1
[
pred ‘pro’

]
obj 2

[
pred ‘she’
case acc

]

xcomp 3


pred ‘trust〈 2 , 4 〉’
subj 2

obj 4
[
pred ‘investigation’

]
neg +




Hence, we conclude that the current analysis is simpler and empirically more

adequate than that of Przepiórkowski 1999, even if it gives up the overwhelming
generalisation that case assignment is a strictly local phenomenon.

8 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated how Polish structural case assignment to objects may be
formalised in LFG using functional uncertainty. The case assignment statements
formalised here take into account situations where case assigned to the object is in-
fluenced by verbal negation which is not local to the predicate which subcategorises
for this structurally-cased object. Furthermore, the analysis is conceptually sim-
pler, and leads to simpler representations, than either the HPSG analysis proposed
in Przepiórkowski 1999 or our earlier XLE/LFG analysis presented in Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski 2011. Finally, it was demonstrated that the solution offered in this
paper can be modified so as to take other phenomena into consideration, including
feature indeterminacy and case assignment under unlike category coordination.15
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